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Anika is the Managing Director of Chic Digital, a
boutique Digital Marketing Agency. Well known for
her out-of-the-box thinking and personal approach,
she has earned the moniker of Strategy Maverick
over the years. Anika is a hub of knowledge and
experience having worked with over 50 brands (small
to large) in the last 15 years. She is a think-tank of BIG
ideas - with the execution plan built in.
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Doing digital differently.
ANIKA REPOLE WILSON

Client Testimonial
In addition to this exposure which exceeded our expectations, we
partnered to create meaningful content that was entertaining,
engaging, totally in line with our organization's pillars and met
the needs of parents who were struggling to navigate the many
challenges brought on by COVID.
Anika (Chic Digital) has opened our eyes to what is possible
through digital marketing and we look forward to exploring other
platforms with the Chic team guiding the way.

Kameka Headly Clarke
General Manager - Heritage Education Funds International

Consultancy Options
Digital Strategy
Creation of a robust Inbound Digital Marketing
(quarterly, half-year, or annual) strategy that
will complement any traditional marketing
efforts (where applicable), to help you achieve
your KPIs and business' goals.

Monthly Digital Reporting + Insights
Preparation of insightful monthly reports,
providing both quantitative analysis and
qualitative observations along with needed
SWOT and recommendations/strategy for
potential improvements to meet KPIs.

Creative Team Management/Direction
Creative direction and management of your inhouse or contracted graphic artist/department,
to ensure your creatives are effective and in-line
with marketing objectives.

Other services available:
Brand Development
Ideation
Pitch/Proposal Deck Creation
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Some Contributions + Accomplishments
GENERAL
Recruited and Developed with a Panel of 5 - Unit Competencies for Jamaica’s first nationally
offered certification in Digital Marketing in 2019 through the NCTVET. Now recruited to be an
Assessor for course in 2020
Founder of the Caribbean’s first Facebook Power Group; Island Mom
15 Years Experience in developing Marketing and Digital Strategy
Redefined Brand Event Coverage in Jamaica in 2016 - 2017 with the Red Stripe portfolio of
brands
Developed Organic brand placement and coverage in Jamaica Observer for the inaugural
season of the Wray & Nephew Contender in 2011
RED STRIPE + HEINEKEN
Developed Digital Strategy for the first staging of Heineken House in the region
Conceptualized and executed the Brew Us a Flavour online Fan Engagement Competition
which then transitioned into an offline execution and resulted in the new Melon Red Stripe
flavor being put to market.
Published the first Instagram Story for a brand in Jamaica for Red Stripe.
Launched the first Corporate podcast for Red Stripe Corporate: Beer Truth
Conceptualized and executed Red Stripe's Best of Jamaica User Generated Photo
Competition
CVM TELEVISION
Created and Executed the Digital Transformation and Strategy of CVM Television in 2018 2019
Strategized and lead the rebranding and relaunch of television shows: CVM at Sunrise and
Football GPS at CVM Television in 2018
Executed and Co-produced the live production of CVM's She Said Yes; LIVE Wedding event in
2019
Restructured entire Sales Department and Strategy for CVM resulting in revenue growth of
$20M in 3 Months.

Mario Evon Guthrie
Anika helped me to answer hard
questions about my brand and to
dig deeper. Many of our sessions
felt like therapy, and not just
brand therapy, but
personal therapy.
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Marie McMorris
This trendsetting
powerhouse and her
outstanding boutique's
resources are the "cure" to
successful brand strategy.
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Robert Collins
Anika bleeds whatever brand
she represents. She's a true
loyalist who will be relentless in
her pursuit of brand
penetration and success.
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